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CHAPTER 1
EFFECTS OF CUSTOMER SERVICE ON YOUR 

BOTTOM LINE

SENTIMENT INFLUENCE

Don’t miss a chance

«It takes 12 positive experiences to make up for one unresolved negative expe-
rience» (Rudy Newell-Legner)

Everything depends on how you manage sentiment. Today, in the universe of 
communication and social media, the information is instantaneous, and in a 
world of immediate feedback, one
customer interaction is no longer private. A negative experience has way more 
impact than a positive experience, and it is public right now.

Enhance reputation

«News of bad customer services reaches 
more than twice as many ears as praise for 
a good service experience» 

Bad news are travelling way faster.

Convert more customers

«78% of consumers have bailed on a purchase that they 
intended to make because of poor customer service» 
(American Express Survey)

The customer experience you provide in your organiza-
tion, in particular through customer service determines 
the customer purchasing and longevity. If the client 
bought in the past, he won’t buy anymore if the customer 
service is not up to the task.
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NOT ALL CHANNELS ARE CREATED EQUAL

Costs

@

Help

Cost:

$$$$

$

- Field service at customer location

- Service at your retail location

- Call center

- Interactive chat

- Email

- Social CRM, Blog

- Self service

- Field service at customer location: 
It is the method that costs the most because there is the need    of a vehicle, trans-
port time, appointment, organization of resources... But sometimes, the most    
expensive is necessary, and it may be convenient to go on site instead of having 
several    intermediaries.

- Service at your retail location: 
These service centers are at predetermined location. It is up to the client to go 
there, but it requires mobilizing sta� and equipment.

- Call center: 
There is no need to have multiple locations. Call centers are centralized, but this 
systems can only handle one client at a time.
 
- Interactive chat: 
You have the possibility to have several conversations at the same time. The ad-
vantage is that the access to the interactive chat comes from a relevant location 
on the website.

- Email: 
The cost depends on the customer’s problem.

- Social CRM, Blog: 
You answer to your customer’s needs by their favorite medium, and you can 
answer questions of a general nature yo several clients at a time.

- Self-service: 
Give a tool to the client that allows him to solve the problem hiself. It does not 
require any interaction, so this is cost e�ective.
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Convenience

@

Help

Convenience:

+

++++

- Field service at customer
   location

- Service at your retail location

- Call center

- Interactive chat

- Email

- Social CRM, Blog

- Self service
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- Field service at customer location: 
 This is the least convenient for the customer because he must be present at his 
place on a fixed schedule.

- Service at your retail location: 
This is more convenient because the company does not need to schedule appoint-
ments on a fixed schedule but the client is obliged to move there, so the problem 
is not fixed instantly.

- Call center: 
Customers can call from anywhere, but people want less and less to communicate 
verbally. Moreover, the customer must wait to have the right person on the phone, 
and it can take time.
 
- Interactive chat: 
This is more convenient because chat buttons are o�en located where the client 
needs.

- Email: 
It is convenient too because there is no need for interaction.

- Social CRM, Blog: 
The client is free to communicate what he wants where he wants.

- Self-service: 
The client can solve easily his problem on his own.

CONCLUSION: TECHNOLOGY AFFORDS YOU TO PROVIDE THE MAXIMUM 
CONVENIENCE WITH THE LOWEST COST.
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Consider your customer lifetime value

«On average, loyal customers  are worth up to 10 times as much as their first 
purchase» 

When we have the right sentiment, start a good relationship and when we are 
able to provide convenience, the result  is a better client longevity and there-
fore a greater customer lifetime value. Some industries understood it well.

Let’s take the example of Banks: they are looking at what a customer can 
bring over time. Why do banks o�er free student plans? Eventually, if they 
establish a good relationship with
students, one day they will rent a house, buy a house, buy a car... And the 
bank will be there.

If a customer is happy with a particular brand, and if he likes the way the pro-
duce is delivered to them, they will tend to stick with that brand.

X10

1st

Increase profitability

Word of mouth

Adapting

Identify issues
Identify
new needs

Sell
more

Repeated
business

By maximizing your customer satisfaction, you will maximize your profitability. 
Indeed, if you have managed to obtain a good sentiment from your customers, if 
you have a good relationship with them, and if it the way you deliver you service is 
convenient for them, your company will sell. 

Satisfied customers recommend your products or services to potential customers, 
and this will give you the opportunity to repeat sales. 

Be attentive to what customers are saying, identify the issues and adapt yourself: It 
is going to produce a positive sentiment. 
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CHAPTER 2
ACQUISITION VS. RETENTION

CUSTOMER RETENTION

The longer you retain a customer, the more chances you have to repeat business.

- 50% of the existing customers may try other products that you o�er
- 31% are going to spend more money.

That is why customer retention is important 

This is the direct impact of keeping existing customers, as they can buy other 
products.

1. Lower Cost

2. Higher Customer Spending

3. Better Profitability

50% 
Try New Products

31% 
Spend More Money

5% 
Customer Retention

25 - 95% 
Profit

This is a lot easier and cheaper to keep an existing customer. Once you have 
established a relationship with an existing customer, they are going to require 
less from you. Acquiring new customers bring other costs: marketing, promotion, 
retail, equipment...
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2nd 2nd

2nd

Cost: $$$$$ Cost: $

Churn

2nd 2nd

2nd2nd
2nd

2nd

Cost: $$$$$ Cost: $

Churn

Acquisition growth gets expensive without solid retention

If you want to grow faster, you will have to acquire

CUSTOMER ACQUISITION

You can not only focus on retention of course, because you need to acquire new 
customers in some way in order to grow. To do so, you need to find a strategy that 
includes both. The goal is to have some customer acquisition and to maximize 
retention.

GROW WITH THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

 
 Actively promote referrals with your most satisfied and profitable customers

 Target your customer among those with the right profile: Do not encourage 
acquisition and retention of unprofitable customers

 Encourage client longevity: Do not jeopardize the loyalty of longstanding 
customer relationships by disqualifying them from better o�ers
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CHAPTER 3
LEVERAGE TECHNOLOGY TO DELIVER SUPERIOR

CUSTOMER SERVICES 

DEVELOP A 360° AWARENESS OF THE CUSTOMER

Identify the di�erent customer profiles and segments:

A. Understand what the customer may buy from you over the life cycle, what do 
they require from you.
B. What are the di�erent kind of people you deal with: who is buying
C. Now that you know this, o�er something that they want, and that answer their 
needs. 

D
C

A

B

Identify your di�erent customer profiles
(Age, education, home, ownership, gender, median income, price sensitivity)

Fully understand your
customer life cycle
(Cases, purchases...)

Propose dedicated 
value propositions for 
each of your customer 
segment

Fill up profile with 
missing individual 
intelligence

SELF-SERVICE

Self-service is the most convenient for customers 
and companies.

They can do whatever they want, when they want.
Typical self-service process relate to:
 

  Customer registration purchase

  Publication of formal product company information

  Sharing of additional informal information (blog)

  Request of additional services and support

  Monitoring customer information preferences

Self-service: smart and cost e�ective
- Self service has typically the highest potential for increasing e�iciency and conve-

nience while reducing costs

- Self service directs focus to live interactions during the customer life cycle that 

require specialized knowledge and human emotional interaction

- Self services has to be based on your specific customer lifecycle and focused on 

providing value in a specific context
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- Field service at customer location: 
 This is the least convenient for the customer because he must be present at his 
place on a fixed schedule.

- Service at your retail location: 
This is more convenient because the company does not need to schedule appoint-
ments on a fixed schedule but the client is obliged to move there, so the problem 
is not fixed instantly.

- Call center: 
Customers can call from anywhere, but people want less and less to communicate 
verbally. Moreover, the customer must wait to have the right person on the phone, 
and it can take time.
 
- Interactive chat: 
This is more convenient because chat buttons are o�en located where the client 
needs.

- Email: 
It is convenient too because there is no need for interaction.

- Social CRM, Blog: 
The client is free to communicate what he wants where he wants.

- Self-service: 
The client can solve easily his problem on his own.

CONCLUSION: TECHNOLOGY AFFORDS YOU TO PROVIDE THE MAXIMUM 
CONVENIENCE WITH THE LOWEST COST.
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MULTI-CHANNEL COMMUNICATION

- First you need to provide convenience with multi-channel,  and be present at 
any time: this is what customers today are  expecting

- Engage your customers on their own terms across channels with the same de-
pendable quality and self service.

Foolproof your customer service for multi-channel and self-service:

- Optimize your customer life cycle journey for self-service and multi-channel 

- Adopt communication strategies (Internal and external): you have to let people 
know that this is a new way in which the customer can now interact with you.

- Enhance and train for the new skills required: now, good speaking skills are no 
longer enough. Customer service need to be multi-task, if several conversations 
happen at the same time, they need to know how to type properly, the spelling ...

- Adjust customer service management policies (Internal and external)

PERSONALIZATION

Create meaningful 1-1 relationship with your customers 

Automate 1-1 interactions depending on the stage of the customer life cycle 
and the customer initial interaction:
- Propose service journey
- Stay pertinent and timely
- Automate transactional journeys & mindful promotional messages

You can now predict, automate the next steps. For instance with  Welcome 
emails, you can predict what they are going to need (contact us, more info...). 
You are now able to provide a consistent quality interaction with the customer.

Idea of personalization: provide convenience, anticipate customers needs (and 
do not wait for them to develop the needs).

Enrich customer profile with data farmed in the integrated sources:
 Product preferences, consumption habits
 Buying profile
 Demographic information
 Household information
 Attitude toward your brand
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CHAPTER 4
PROFITABILITY

UPSELL & CROSS-SELL
Ultimately, how can you profit from all of that: Facilitate 
and help you with upsell and cross-sell

Leverage your bond and trust with your customer to create win win situation
It is important to listen to the cues that the customer is giving you, and to not 
push the sale
- Ask about individual needs
- Check customer product views
- Be aware of previous product inquiries

Success is based on:
- Keeping customer trust
- Understanding what the customer needs, providing advice
- Not pushing sales

70% of buys that happen with a customer are based on the sentiment of the 
moment

30% of them do not want to be bothered by you proposing something else to 
buy

But 15% would want to know what else you have to o�er

FUEL SALES WITH SUPPORT INSIGHTS

Active enablement
- Enlist customer service to hunt for cues identifying client needs

Passive enablement
- Increase sales awareness of interaction history and issues
- Uncover sales opportunities in customer engagement
- Give to sales access to all customer interactions 
- Enable customer and sales communication

 Increase profitability is essentially how to profit from the informatio 
 and the relationship to increase yourself
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CONCLUSION

Propose service-service that your 
customers want, when they want

Prepare your customer service
for  multichannel and self service

Match your multi-channel &
self-service strategy to your
customer life cycle

Target profitable customers & keep 
them for their fullest potential

Develop a 360 degree
awareness of your customer
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At Incloud, we believe that cloud technologies can improve the 
e�iciency of any business organizations. 

As a Salesforce Gold Consulting Partner, Incloud brings together the 
perfect blend of business acumen and technical expertise to ensure 

your success with the salesforce platform. 
With 35 certifications and 30 consultants based in Montreal, Incloud 

has founded the biggest team of Salesforce experts in Quebec and the 
Maritimes.

Juan is Senior Architect Solution at Incloud. He has a long experience in support 
management and customer service.
From customer service & support manager, and manager of call center opera-
tions, to Director of customer care, planning & integration, Juan has come a long 
way.
In this guide, he will unveil you all the e�ects of customer service on your bottom 
line, and how to leverage technology to deliver superior customer service.
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